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Abstract
Colormapping is one of the simplest and most widely used data visualization methods within and outside the visualization
community. Uniformity, order, discriminative power, and smoothness of continuous colormaps are the most important criteria
for evaluating and potentially improving colormaps. We present a local and a global automatic optimization algorithm in
Euclidean color spaces for each of these design rules in this work. As a foundation for our optimization algorithms, we used the
CCC-Tool colormap specification (CMS); each algorithm has been implemented in this tool. In addition to synthetic examples
that demonstrate each method’s effect, we show the outcome of some of the methods applied to a typhoon simulation.

1. Introduction

Colormapping in scientific visualization is one of the most com-
mon methods for scientists to gain insight into their data and com-
municate their research, and the colormap choice can have a large
impact on the effectiveness of a visualization. A sub-optimal col-
ormap may hide valuable information or introduce spurious arti-
facts. There are empirical design guidelines that have been sug-
gested and motivated throughout the literature on colormaps. A rig-
orous collection [BTS∗18] showed that the most important ones are
uniformity, discriminative power, order, and smoothness, but they
are usually only applied in an intuitive fashion for three reasons.

First, they are partly contradictory: a reasonable trade-off needs
to be found based on the visualization goal. Second, the theory is
not sufficiently developed to use a purely algorithmic approach.
Algorithms have been suggested to make a colormap locally uni-
form [RO86, Gre08] and smooth [Pha90], but to the best of our
knowledge, there are no algorithms available from the literature that
improve a colormap w.r.t. any of the other design rules. Third, there
is no openly available tool for the application of any of these rules.

In this work, we present algorithms that are able to transform
a colormap into one that performs more effectively w.r.t. a specific
colormap design rule while distorting the original colormap as little
as possible. Specifically, we propose algorithms for improving col-
ormaps with respect to the following four design rules [BTS∗18].

Uniformity is the concept that perceived distances between col-
ors are proportional to the distances of the values they represent. It
is important to correctly represent the structure of underlying data;

a non-uniform colormap may hide features in the visualization or
introduce artifacts.

Order is the concept that an observer should be able to order
the colors the colormap traverses so that she/he can identify which
values are higher or lower. For example, greyscaled colors can be
placed in a consistent perceptual order, from darker to lighter.

Discriminative power can be thought of as the contrast in the
visualization. It is described as the number of just noticeable dif-
ferences (JNDs) traversed by the colormap [Piz81]. Greater dis-
criminative power means greater ability to see details in the data.

Smoothness is the absence of sudden bends in the path of the
colormap that cause artificial bands in the visualization.

We selected and developed the algorithms based on the following
three criteria:

• How well each algorithm succeeds in improving a colormap
w.r.t. the corresponding design rule;
• Their capacity to run in an interactive environment; and
• How much they distort the original colormap.

In a nutshell, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first algorithm for
improving a colormap w.r.t. global uniformity as well as order
and discriminative power.
• We provide implementations of all mentioned design rules in an

open source online tool for colormap design, analysis, improve-
ment, and testing at https://ccctool.com/.
• We demonstrate the performance in several demonstrative exam-

ples and a real world application.
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2. Related Work

Colormapping has been a pervasive topic in the visualization
literature. There are articles presenting critical analysis (e.g.,
[RT98]), offering recommendations (e.g., [HB03]), reporting em-
pirical studies (e.g., [Sza18]), and proposing technical solutions
(e.g., [NCS∗19]). As this work is concerned with a technical so-
lution, we focus our literature review on design rules, tools, and
algorithms for colormapping.

2.1. Design Rules for Colormaps

In recent years, several surveys collected a variety of design
rules, recommendations, and best practices for the design of col-
ormaps [SMS07, SSM11, ZH16, Kov15]. Bujack et al. [BTS∗18]
analyzed these design rules and identified the most popular proper-
ties: order, discriminative power, uniformity, and smoothness.

In many situations, design rules may conflict with each other,
and finding a colormap that performs well with respect to all appli-
cations is difficult [Mor09]. A broad body of work discusses com-
promises that have to be made with respect to the domain-specific
task, the shape of the data, the audience, the display, or the visual-
ization goal [War88, BRT95, RTB96, Rhe00, TFS08].

Even well-defined design rules are not straightforward how they
can aid the automatic generation, evaluation, and improvement of
colormaps. One needs a consistent measurement for quantifying
the quality of colormaps with respect to a given design rule. A
number of suggestions for quantitative measurements have been
made [Taj83, RO86, LH92, Mor09, BTS∗18], and they are mostly
based on uniform colorspaces [oI04,LCL06,MEO94,HMO06]. Al-
ternatively, measured data can be obtained using empirical studies,
which implicates the effectiveness and helps select colormaps pre-
ferred by some observers, appropriate to some tasks, or optimal for
some monitors [War88, RKPC99, KRPC00, Gre08, WTS∗17].

In this work, we build on the measurement proposed by Bujack
et al. [BTS∗18] and develop algorithms for improving colormaps.

2.2. Tools for Colormapping

Many visualization tools (e.g., [AGL05,CBW∗12]) provide default
colormaps and colormap editors. Some colormap creation tools
support the process of selecting a recommended colormap or defin-
ing a new colormap. ColorBrewer [HB11] provides a collection
of carefully designed discrete colormaps. PRAVDAColor [BRT95]
uses a set of pre-defined rules to recommend colormaps according
to visualization tasks, data types, and spatial frequencies. Color-
CAT [MJSK15a] provides users with guidance on ordering, color
vision deficiencies, and perceived color differences. iWantHue cre-
ates discrete colormaps based on custom specifications of hue,
chroma, and luminance [Jac13]. Other tools such as Color Hex,
Adobe Color CC, and COLRD enable collective decisions by al-
lowing users to generate, share, rate, and/or comment on col-
ormaps. ColorCrafter [SWS19] allows a user to specify a seed
color, and generates a sequential colormap with the aid of a corpus
of expert-designed color ramps. VisCM [Hun07], allows users to
create near-uniform colormaps with linearly increase of luminance.
ColorMoves [SKR18] provides users with a large set of pre-defined

colormap segments and allows them to define customized col-
ormaps aligning with their specific data in order to facilitate feature
identification and exploration. ColorMeasures [BTS∗18] analyzes
the quality of a colormap in relation to several popular design rules,
informing users of characteristics such as discriminatory power,
uniformity, and the other properties. CCC-Tool provides users with
several aforementioned functions, such as offering colormaps, cre-
ating and editing continuous, discrete, and combined colormaps,
specifying customized colormaps with application-specific seman-
tics, and analyzing the colormap properties.

However, none of these tools is equipped with algorithms for au-
tomatically improving a colormap defined by users based on their
application needs. In this work, we present a major extension of
CCC-Tool [NCS∗19], introducing new algorithms developed based
on the theoretical framework outlined in [BTS∗18]. With the ex-
isting facilities of CCC-Tool and its web-based interface for cross-
platform availability, these algorithms empower the user to make
informed decisions about where to follow the design rules closely
and where to relax them for the benefit of application-specific se-
mantics, tasks, users, and visualization goals.

2.3. Algorithms for Colormap Improvement

A number of algorithms have been proposed to improve some prop-
erties defined by design rules. Several algorithms focus on discrim-
inative power. The algorithm by Levkowitz and Herman [LH92]
maximizes color differences while maintaining monotonicity in
RGB, hue, saturation, and brightness. The algorithm by Fang et
al. [FWD∗17] is designed for improving discrete colormaps, and
it moves colors in a perceptually-uniform colorspace with the
user-definable constraints of hue, saturation, and brightness. They
compared three different optimization methods for controlling the
movement of the colors.

Some algorithms focus on uniformity. The algorithm by Robert-
son and O’Callaghan [RO86] converts a univariate colormap to a
perceptually-uniform colorspace, and redistributes the points in the
colormap to ensure equal distances between adjacent points along
the curve in the perceptually-uniform colorspace. In addition, they
propose three algorithms for improving the uniformity of bivariate
colormaps. The algorithm by Levkowitz first supersamples a given
colormap through linear interpolation and then selects a subset of
the points that have approximately equal distances as the new con-
trol points. The algorithm is more efficient, as the process of “lin-
earization and equalization” is a local optimization process. The
algorithm by Gresh [Gre08] uses measured perceptual differences
related to a colormap, a user, and a monitor and normalizes the
colormap to achieve “equal perceptual steps”.

In addition, for smoothness, the algorithm by Pham [Pha90] pro-
duces low curvature colormaps by fitting splines through the given
key points in a colorspace.

While the above algorithms improve colormaps independent of
individual datasets, there are also algorithms that modify a col-
ormap for each dataset in order to maximize some properties.
For such data-driven improvement, the algorithm by Schulze-
Wollgast et al. [SwTS05] automatically calculates a set of statis-
tical measures of the data, associates key colors with these values,
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and generates intermediate points in the colormap. The algorithms
by Tominski et al. [TFS08] optimize a colormap based on data in
order to support a visualization task better. For example, one algo-
rithm generates a “histogram-equalized” colormap that maximizes
the discrimination of visual objects in a particular dataset. The al-
gorithm by Eisemann et al. [EAM11] also makes use of the his-
togram of the data to maximize the discrimination of color dots in
choropleth maps. The algorithm by Zeng et al. [ZWZ∗19] uses an
optimization method based on energy minimization to “deform” a
colormap non-linearly to improve the discrimination of some sam-
pled points in a scalar field with their neighbors.

CCC-Tool was designed to address the needs for creating col-
ormaps that encode semantics in an application. On one hand, such
a colormap is independent from an individual dataset, facilitating
consistent comparison among visualization images created for dif-
ferent datasets. On the other hand, such a colormap encodes some
characteristic information about all or most possible datasets in an
application context, such as critical values, important ranges, etc..
Ensuring a design rule universally across the whole colormap may
remove such characteristic information. Therefore, it is desirable
to develop a set of algorithms that can be deployed in CCC-Tool
without eroding application-specific semantics. This work focuses
on such algorithms.

3. Foundations

The following definitions are taken from Bujack et al. [BTS∗18].

Definition 1 A colormap is a function x : [a,b] ⊂ R→ C, which
is defined by a color space C, an increasing sequence of sampling
points t0 < ... < tm ∈ [a,b], a series of values in the color space
x0, ...,xm ∈ C, the mapping x(ti) = xi, i = 0, ...,m, and a rule for
interpolating the intermediate values ti−1 < t < ti ∈ [a,b].

If not explicitly stated otherwise, we will simplify the notation by
assuming that our colormap is given on the unit interval in a Eu-
clidean color space using linear interpolation between sufficiently
dense, equidistantly sampled points ∀i ∈ {0, ...,n} : ti = i

n ∈ [0,1]
for the remainder of this paper.

For a colormap, the mutual distances between all pairs of points
ti, t j, i, j ∈ {0, ...,n} give a 2D matrix D ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1):

Di, j := ∆Ei j = ∆E(x(ti),x(t j)). (1)

Additionally, the distance allows for a definition of the metric
speed ∀i 6= j ∈ {0, ...,n} : V ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1),

Vi, j :=
Di, j

|t j− ti|
. (2)

We can derive the local distance vector d :∈Rn between two neigh-
boring points on the colormap ∀ j ∈ {1, ...,n} :

d j := D j, j−1 (3)

and analogously the local speed v j ∈ Rn

v j :=V j, j−1. (4)

In the coming sections, we will also use the average local speed
v̄ ∈ R:

v̄ :=
∑

n
j=1 v j

n
(5)

Figure 1: Local and global uniformity applied to the Lab col-
orspace. C-Row: Colormapping visualization of the Langermann
test-function [MS05]. R-Row: Test-function report of the CCC-
Tool, details in Sec. 5

Figure 2: The four possible cases that can be encountered if the
optimal position for the color c j has to be determined to provide
intrinsic order. The individual cases are explained in Section 4.2.
Black crosses show intersections fulfilling intrinsic order and pos-
sible positions for c j. Grey ones wouldn’t provide intrinsic order.

and the average global speed V̄ ∈ R:

V̄ :=
∑

n
i, j=0 Vi, j

n(n+1)
. (6)

Please note that in practice, the concepts of distance and speed and
the related algorithms are only as meaningful as the metric in the
used colorspace. Their values differ if evaluated in different col-
orspaces just like the appearance of the colormap differs when in-
terpolated in different spaces. Furthermore, there are visual effects,
e.g., contrast effects [MSK14], ambient illumination [RFB16], fea-
ture size [SSS14], and spatial frequency [WTB∗18,RNAK18], that
come from the final placement of the colors. They cannot be mea-
sured without taking the data into account and we will not treat
them in this work.
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Perceptual Rule Optimization Criterion Improvement Algorithm
4.1.1 Local Uniformity minimize deviation of local speed reparameterization by arc length
4.1.2 Global Uniformity minimize deviation of global speed linear regression
4.3.1 Local Legend-based Order positive minimum local speed/distance force based algorithm with pairs of neighboring points repelling

each other if they are below the threshold of 1JND/(tn− t0)
4.3.2 Global Legend-based Order positive minimum global speed/distance force based algorithm with pairs of points (including edges) re-

pelling each other if they deceed the threshold of 1JND/(tn− t0)
4.2 Local Intrinsic Order positive local triangle side difference relocation of violator to closest point in the triangle w.r.t. neighbors
4.2 Global Intrinsic Order positive global triangle side difference relocation of violator to closest point in the triangle w.r.t. all colors
4.4 Local Discriminative Power maximize average local speed/distance force based algorithm with pairs of neighboring points repelling

each other if they deceed the local speed threshold of |black−
white|/(tn− t0) times number of segments

4.4 Global Discriminative Power maximize average global speed/distance force based algorithm with pairs of points (including edges) re-
pelling each other if they deceed the average global speed of the
z-order curve

4.5.1 Local Intrinsic Smoothness minimize deviation of local curvature relocation of violator to closest point on the circle w.r.t. neighbors
4.5.1 Global Intrinsic Smoothness minimize deviation of global curvature relocation of violator to closest point on the circle w.r.t. all colors

Table 1: Summary of the treated perceptual rules, the targeted optimization, criterion and the algorithms implemented to achieve the corre-
sponding improvement.

4. Algorithms

In this section, we introduce both a local and a global optimization
algorithm for each of the different evaluation rules for Euclidean
color spaces (see Table 1). The algorithms are developed for the
optimization of the new colormap specification (CMS) used by the
CCC-Tool [NCS∗19]. This specification is designed to reduce a
colormap to a minimum number of key colors c.

In practical applications, the true optimum is usually far away
from the input colormap and not at all what the user wants to ob-
tain. We allow the users to select a subregion of their colormap
for the optimization, which leaves the remaining parts unchanged.
Further, in order to get customized results, we offer the user a slider
to obtain an interpolated map between original CMS and the opti-
mized CMS.

Applying the following optimization methods can cause a key
color movement outside of the selected interpolation color space.
In such a case, it is necessary to apply a Clipping method. As the
CCC-Tool is designed to handle only RGB-possible colors, we im-
plemented an RGB−Clipping regardless of the selected interpo-
lation color space. Even though, we will show some useful combi-
nations of the different algorithms in Section 6, we want to warn
that they partly counteract each other and combinations have not
thoroughly been investigated.

4.1. Uniformity

A colormap suffices uniformity if the speed of the colormap is con-
stant. With constant speed, the perceived distances between colors
are proportional to the distances of the values they represent. Fig-
ure 1 shows a simple application of the local and global uniformity
optimization.

4.1.1. Local Uniformity

A colormap is locally uniform if its local speed (4) is constant, i.e.,

∀ j ∈ {1, ...,n} : v j =
d j

|t j− t j−1|
= v̄ (7)

with the average local speed v̄∈R from (5). Local uniformity is one
of the few colormap qualities for which algorithms have been sug-
gested in the literature [Lev96, Gre08]. We follow their main idea
and will deviate only slightly from their suggested algorithms for
simplicity and neither change the colors, nor the number of control
points. Local uniformity can be achieved for any colormap through
only adapting the positions of the control points to

t′j =
∑

j
i=0 di

∑
n
i=0 di

(8)

because then for all j

v′j
(4)
=

d j

|t′j− t′j−1|
(8)
=

d j

|∑
j
i=0 di

∑
n
i=0 di
− ∑

j−1
i=0 di

∑
n
i=0 di
|
=

d j

| d j
∑

n
i=0 di
|
=

n

∑
i=0

di. (9)

This adaption leaves the colors at the control points, the discrimi-
native power, and the order unchanged.

4.1.2. Global Uniformity

A colormap is globally uniform if it has constant global speed (2)

∀i, j ∈ {0, ...,n} : Vi, j =
Di, j

|ti− t j|
= V̄ (10)

with the average global speed V̄ ∈ R from (6). Global uniformity
is equivalent to linearity in a Euclidean setting. So if the colors of a
given colormap do not happen to lie on a straight line, it cannot be
achieved through only adapting the positions of the control points.
In a Euclidean setting, the closest globally uniform colormap is the
straight line that best approximates the original one, which can be
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determined through linear regression. Let T ∈ Rm×2

T =

1 t0
...

...
1 tm

 (11)

be the matrix containing the control points t0, ..., tm, and X i =
(xi

0, ...,x
i
m)

T ∈ Rm the i-th coordinate in a Euclidean color space,
then we get the parameters Ai = (ai

0,a
i
1)

T of the closest line l(t) =
ai

0 +ai
1t through

Ai = (T T T )−1T T X i. (12)

It might be useful for an application that the endpoints or one end-
point remain unchanged, for example, if the user changes a subin-
terval adjacent to a control point whose color will not change. Then,
the problem simplifies to only one degree of freedom.

For the customized application using the slider, we interpolate
linearly between the control colors xi of the original colormap and
the corresponding ones on the line l(ti).

4.2. Intrinsic Order

Intrinsic order [BTRA18] is satisfied if the perceived distance be-
tween two points in a colormap is larger than the distance to any
point between them

∀i < j < k ∈ {1, ...,n} : Di, j < Di,k > D j,k. (13)

The local version is achieved for i = j−1,k = j+1. It is a special
case of the global one and can be treated as such. Figure 2 illustrates
that there is an intuitive way to establish intrinsic order, namely by
modifying the location of c j so that it lies within the intersection
area of the two spheres around the colors ci and ck with the ra-
dius r = ‖ci−ck‖. The remainder of this section describes how the
closest point in that region can be computed geometrically.

Assume that ‖c j−ck‖ or ‖c j−ci‖ is greater than the radius r =
‖ci− ck‖. In this case the colors ci, c j, and ck violate the intrinsic
order and we need to find a new position c′j for the color c j. The
optimal position is the closest point within the intrinsic order area,
so that the colors fulfill the order and the change from the color
c j to c′j is as small as possible. For the calculation of this closest
position we have to distinguish between the following four cases
that are also illustrated in Figure 2. Please note that all algorithms
are designed to work in 3D, but since any three points in 3D can be
placed in a plane, we can use clearer 2D illustrations. Without loss
of generality, let ‖c j− ck‖ ≥ ‖c j− ci‖.

Case 1: If ‖c j − ck‖ > r and ‖c j − ci‖ ≤ r, the color c j is in-
side the sphere Br(ci). The line connecting c j to the closest point
in the intrinsic order region is orthogonal to the surface of the re-
gion. Therefore we calculate the intersection points between the
line c j,ck and the sphere Br(ck). The closest intersection point to
c j is located on the surface of the intrinsic order region and is the
optimal position c′j.

Case 2: If ‖c j − ck‖ > r and ‖c j − ci‖ ≥ r, the color c j is lo-
cated outside of both spheres. We calculate the intersection points
between the line c j,ci and the sphere Br(ci) and also the intersec-
tion points between the line c j,ck and the sphere Br(ck).

Figure 3: Local Intrinsic Order Example applied the Langer-
mann test-function [MS05]; the input CMS (left) has a break of the
intrinsic order. On the right side is the optimized CMS.

Figure 4: Left: Example of a break of the global legend-based
order caused by an intersection of the interpolation line (RGB col-
orspace) and the solution after the application of the global legend-
based order optimization. Right: End−Node Repulsive Force Ex-
ample: In both graphs, the node B is too close to segment CD. If B
is not an end node (top), both line-segments AB and CD would be
treated and the resulting repulsive force would repel them. For the
bottom graph, we need the additional repulsive force between end
nodes and the adjoining line segment.

Case 2a: If only one of these four calculated intersection points
has a smaller distance to ci and ck than the radius r and is therefore
at the surface of the intrinsic order area, it is the optimum c′j.

Case 2b: If each of the two lines has one intersection point lo-
cated at the surface of the intrinsic order area, we calculate the dis-
tances from c j to both intersection points and choose the closest
one for the new position c′j.

Case 2c: If not a single one of the four intersection points lies on
the surface of the intrinsic order area, the optimum position is the
closest point to c j on the intersection circle.

Figure 3 shows an example for local intrinsic order optimization.

4.3. Legend-based Order (LBO)

Legend-based order (LBO) [BTS∗18] allows an observer to inter-
pret which colors represent higher values and which colors rep-
resent lower values while consulting the color legend. It can be
mathematically expressed through invertibility and can be mea-
sured through the minimum distance or the minimum speed. For
the rest of this section, we describe the algorithms using the speed.
In the tool, the users can choose which option they prefer. The dis-
tance version pushes points away from each other independent of
their respective control points to increase the discriminative power,
while the speed-based version will repel points further if they cor-
respond to farther apart values in the data.
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Figure 5: This figure shows an example for the smoothness opti-
mization by key color adjustment. On the left side a simple example
of a zigzag-like colormap with a strong curvature at the peaks. On
the right side the solution of our optimization algorithm.

Figure 6: Left: construction of the closest point satisfying a given
curvature threshold. Right: difference between local (blue) and
global (green) intrinsic smoothness.

4.3.1. Local Legend-based Order

Local LBO is violated if consecutive control points ti, ..., t j, i 6= j
have the same color xi = ... = x j. If an unintentional violation of
local LBO occurs, an arbitrarily small offset of any of the involved
control colors can fix this invertibility issue. However, this will not
necessarily improve the overall perceptual quality of the colormap
if the offset is too small to be noticeable by the human eye.

The LBO can be measured through the minimum local speed. If
two neighboring points are too close together, we push them apart
using a force-based algorithm. For the implementation, we were
inspired by the force-directed graph concept by Fruchterman and
Reingold [FR91]. We use the key colors as nodes to create a graph.
For all continuous sections of the CMS, we connect the nodes ac-
cordingly with an edge. We use two forces. The first one minimizes
the distortion of the colormap by attracting each node to its original
position. The second one increases the minimal speed by repelling
points that are too close to each other.

The ratio of the powers of both forces is steered by the user
through the slider thereby setting the degree of the LBO optimiza-
tion. The slider position is proportional to the minimal speed. The
left boundary corresponds to a speed of zero for reference. The
right boundary is cut off at the maximal speed the longest straight
line can have in the selected color space to prevent the user from
exceeding the region where minimal speed really corresponds to
the concept of LBO in a meaningful way.

4.3.2. Global Legend-based Order

A break in global LBO is produced by a self-intersecting path
through color space. It can either come from non-adjacent control

points having the same color or the interpolation resulting in self-
intersection between control points.

To optimize the global LBO, we also use a modified forced-
directed graph algorithm. Similar to the local LBO algorithm, we
create a node for all key colors and connect successive key colors
with edges.

The idea of an origin force that draws keys to their original lo-
cations is the same as the local version, but the repulsive force is
different with respect to the emergence of the power. For the global
LBO, we have to check the colormap for intersections or rather for
close progressions of the interpolation path. Therefore, the repul-
sive force should not only consider the color (node) positions as at
the local version, but also the edges of the graph. If the algorithm
detects such a break of the order, the involved path segments need
to be repelled in the opposite direction (see Figure 4).

We consider only non-adjacent edges and use the speed between
the closest points of both segments, which is determined using ba-
sic geometry [KHK89], for the determination of the repulsive force.

4.4. Discriminative Power

Discriminative power (DP) is described as the number of just no-
ticeable differences (JNDs) that are traversed by the colormap. We
distinguish between a local and a global form of DP. The local DP
can be achieved through neighboring points repelling each other
and the global DP through all points repelling each other. With
our forced-directed graph variations of the legend-based order op-
timization using speed or distance, we have already created a par-
ticular algorithm to improve local and global DP. The difference is
that we do not limit the slider to small speeds or distance.

4.5. Intrinsic Smoothness

So far, we improved the measures suggested by Bujack et al.
[BTS∗18] in our algorithms, but we have not dealt with smooth-
ness up to now.

Smoothness is especially challenging, because there are many
criteria that can influence how smooth a colormap is perceived.
Areas of a colormap can produce the impression of sharp bends
due to varying speed [PZJ82b,PZJ82a,LH92,Lev96,RT98,Rhe00,
ZM06, BTI07], actual bends in the path of the colormap [RO86,
Pha90, Mor, ZH16, WVVWVDL08], changes in visual impor-
tance [BSM∗15, LB04, MJSK15b, Rhe00, CYG02, HB13], or bor-
ders between areas of colors belonging to a common name
group [SP11, LFK∗13, HS12, Sch15]. We exclude the differences
in speed from our analysis here, because we have already treated
this factor under uniformity in Section 4.1. We further assume that
the influence of the visual importance and the color names on the
perceived distances is encoded in the metric of the underlying color
space. Even if that is not achieved perfectly in an easily accessible
way, there is promising work in that direction [GM19] so that we
can expect the quality of the results to increase automatically with
the development of better colorspaces.

What is left, we call intrinsic smoothness, by which we mean the
actual bends in the path of the colormap. We can measure intrinsic
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smoothness through the curvature of the curve of a colormap using
differential geometry [TR06, Küh15], as shown in Figure 5.

4.5.1. Key Color Smoothness

There are various approaches to extend differential geometry of
curves to the discrete setting [Cha00, GDP∗06, BSSZ08]. We will
use a notation that is related to the one by Sauer [Sau70].

The tangent vector is given for i = 1, ...,n by the backward finite
differences

T i =
xi− xi−1
ti− ti−1

. (14)

We define the curvature angle for i = 1, ...,n−1 using the displace-
ment between two consecutive tangent vectors by

κ̃i = ∠(Ti,Ti+1) = arccos(〈Ti,Ti+1〉) (15)

and the discrete curvature as the sine of the curvature angle scaled
by the average length of the two adjacent segments

κi =
sin(κ̃i)

1
2 (ti+1− ti−1)

=

√
1−〈Ti,Ti+1〉2

1
2 (ti+1− ti−1)

. (16)

We choose to scale with the average of the two adjacent tangent
lengths, because the curvature is a measure of how much two ad-
jacent tangents change, which is associated with a vertex and not
a single edge. The core idea is to remove bends in the path by re-
ducing the curvature at any point where a threshold set through a
slider is exceeded and to increase it where a second threshold is
succeeded.

If the curvature κ j between three points xi,x j,xk, i < j < k ex-
ceeds the threshold, we relocate x j to the closest color satisfying
the provided curvature. The curvature of a differentiable curve is
the inverse of the radius of the osculating circle. Therefore, we
know from the inscribed angle theorem that the closest point to
x j that satisfies the prescribed curvature lies on the circle through
xi and xk with radius r j = 1/κ j in the plane p1 through xi,x j,xk.
It can be calculated as the intersection between the circle and the
line connecting x j to the center of the circle, as in Figure 6. To get
the circle center m in the plane through xi,x j,xk, we calculate the
middle point xs between the points xi and xk. With xs and the di-
rection vector −−→ci,ck, we construct an orthogonal plane p2. Imagine
that we have two spheres with the centers xi and xk with the radius
r j. Then, the intersection circle of these two spheres would lie in
the plane p2. As the point m has to be on the intersection circle
of both spheres, we know that m lies in our plane p2 as well as
on the plane p1. Next, we calculate the intersection line g between
p1 and p2. With g, the distance r j, one of the points xi or xk, and
the Pythagorean theorem, we can determine a quadratic equation.
With the solution of this equation, we get none, one, or two possi-
ble solutions for our searched point m. In the case of two possible
solutions, we choose the point that is further away from x j. If there
is no solution for m, we break the optimization for xi, x j, and xk.
Once a point has been moved, its neighbors need to be checked
again.

In exactly the same way, a point is moved away onto the closest
location that satisfies the threshold chosen by the user to limit the
curvature angle from below if it violates that threshold. For local

Figure 7: Instrinsic Smoothness Example: The figure shows the
interpolation types (left: linear, right: spline). The saddle-point vi-
sualizations demonstrate the differences (grey-scaled for compari-
son); The linear interpolation causes a more visible red "X"-shape.
The spline interpolation result in a smoother colour shift.

intrinsic smoothness, we only consider consecutive points i+ 1 =
j = k−1. The global version considers all variations of i < j < k.

4.5.2. Smooth Interpolation (Splines)

For an alternative implementation of local intrinsic smoothness
considering the interpolation, we decided to follow an alternative
way to reduce the curvature that maintains the existing control
points and colors by only changing the path between the key points,
i.e., leaving control points ti and colors ci unchanged. This method
cannot achieve zero curvature, but may be preferred because of its
low distortion of the original colormap. In our implementation, we
follow the suggestion of Pham [Pha90] and allow the user to choose
a spline [CR74] instead of a piece-wise linear polygon chain as
their means of interpolation between the given key points. That
way, all original key points are maintained, and no additional key
points need to be stored. Furthermore, the bending energy, more
precisely its approximation by the integral over the second deriva-
tive, is minimized [FF02, pp.167–169].

For the realization of the spline interpolation in the CCC-Tool,
we implemented the Catmull Rom Splines [CR74] method,
which is part of the family of cubic Hermite splines and has C1

continuity. The ability of this method for local control and inter-
polation is ideal for editing CMS in the tool. Figure 7 shows an
example for spline interpolation compared to linear interpolation.

5. Evaluation

It is not easy to determine in a formal evaluation how much better
a colormap is after optimization, because our algorithms improve a
colormap only w.r.t. a specific mathematical design rule each, while
the overall quality of a colormap depends on a myriad of parame-
ters, like the visualization task, data, intended audience, display, or
visualization goal [BRT95, RTB96, Rhe00, TFS08]. Just because a
colormap is made uniform does not mean that it performs better in
every way [War88]. A user can even use the algorithms to make a
good colormap worse.

Fig. 1 gives an example of a mathematical evaluation of the al-
gorithm generating uniformity. The C-Row shows images of the
input colormap and its improved versions applied to the Langer-
mann test-function [MS05]. The R-Row shows the function report
of the CCC-Tool, which creates a subtraction field from a normal-
ized gradient field of the test-function values and a normalized
color difference field to show uniform, under- or overestimated
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areas [NCB∗20]. Panel C1 shows the visualizations for a non-
uniform colormap with a yellow-red gradient. The corresponding
report image (R1) indicates that the colormap only inaccurately re-
flects the values of the test-function. Panel C2 shows the colormap-
ping after a local uniform optimization, yielding an improved but
not perfect representation of the test-function shapes (R2). Com-
pared with C1, we can see that the original colormap gives a wrong
impression of test-function shapes. As well R2 shows a reduction
of areas with erroneous perception of the test values. Depending
on the actual function and the resolution used, large color differ-
ences can occur between two adjacent pixels. Local uniformity is
struggling to deliver a uniform transition between such pixels. The
globally uniform algorithm is able to perfectly represent the shape
of the underlying function C3 through its color difference being
proportional to value difference R3.

This report shows that the colormap is indeed more uniform af-
ter the application of the algorithm. Similar tests can be generated
for all algorithms. If used right, they all improve the mathematical
property they were designed to improve. However, this more tech-
nical type of evaluation would not produce significant new insight
and exceed the page limit.

Instead, we provide feedback from two users familiar with the
tool, and in the following section we present two application
scenarios. To get the feedback, we asked Francesca Samsel and
Michael Böttinger to try our optimization algorithm and write their
responses in emails.

Francesca Samsel is an artist specialized in working with appli-
cation scientists to create custom colormaps that are tuned to spe-
cific data and tasks needed to address their specific science ques-
tions. Please refer to her team’s work and colormaps that were de-
signed in the CCC-Tool for a large amount of example applica-
tions, like topographical data [ZSN20], ocean currents [WSR∗20],
or the chemical properties of water masses under Antarctica’s ice
sheets [HSB∗20]. About her experience with the tool, she writes in
an informal interview: “We use CCC-Tool exclusively as it is the
only colormap creation tool with the fidelity of control required.
The Optimization Function saves hours of time producing smoother
maps with equalized contrast distribution. Previously the first ver-
sion of a custom colormap required four to five hours to construct.
Given that we bring the scientists several choices, it is a lengthy
process. Building maps in the CCC-Tool requires 20 to 30 min-
utes."

Following a direct quote from Michael Böttinger, a scientist at
the German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ): “The quality of a
colormap depends on a multitude of parameters such as specific
tasks, communication goals, audience, etc. In practice we often
have to find a compromise between all these criteria and hence
the different optimization options in order to create meaningful
visualizations. The CCC-Tool helped us to better understand and
practically apply the different and partly contradicting optimization
strategies."

6. Application

In Figures 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7, we already have given little synthetic
examples for each algorithm individually. In this section, we will

(a) Paraview’s rainbow. (b) Rainbow optimized
w.r.t. local uniformity.

(c) Improved w.r.t. local
smoothness > 167◦.

(d) Local speed of Par-
aview’s rainbow.

(e) Local speed after
optimization w.r.t. local
uniformity.

(f) Improved w.r.t. local
uniformity and smooth-
ness > 167◦.

(g) Global speed of Par-
aview’s rainbow.

(h) Global speed after
optimization w.r.t. local
uniformity.

(i) Improved w.r.t. local
uniformity and smooth-
ness > 167◦.

Figure 8: Improving Paraview’s rainbow w.r.t. local uniformity and
smoothness. Top: the colormap. Middle: local speed in DIN99. Bot-
tom: global speed in DIN99 (black high, white low).

(a) Path without
limiting the angle.

(b) Path with all
angles > 159◦.

(c) Path with all
angles > 165◦.

(d) Path with all
angles > 167◦.

(e) Map without
limit on angle.

(f) Map with an-
gle > 159◦.

(g) Map with an-
gle > 165◦.

(h) Map with an-
gle > 167◦.

Figure 9: Different stages while improving Paraview’s rainbow
w.r.t smoothness in DIN99.

show how our algorithms can help to improve colormaps in practi-
cal applications.

6.1. Improvement of the Rainbow Colormap

The rainbow is one of the most popular colormaps even though it
has received broad criticism. It has regions with very low discrim-
inative power that can hide features around green, and mach bands
around yellow and cyan that can introduce artifacts into a visual-
ization [BTI07, Mor09, RO86, RT98, WF80].

The analysis part of the CCC-Tool shows that the rainbow al-
ready suffices legend-based order and local intrinsic order and has
a pretty good discriminative power, but as pointed out in previous
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work has deficiencies in uniformity and smoothness, which we will
improve; see Figure 8.

Since improving the colormap w.r.t. local uniformity does not in-
fluence the colors, we can push the slider all the way to the right to
assume the optimum without significantly changing the colormap.
Figure 8 middle shows that the local speed is constant now across
the colormap. This contracts the big green region in the middle that
had very low discriminative power. Still, the mach bands around
yellow and cyan remain. A closer look into the path plot reveals
that these are not caused by a lack of uniformity but by a local
non-smooth bend in the curve through colorspace. We improve the
colormap w.r.t. local smoothness. Figure 9 top shows how the path
of the colormap becomes more smooth as we increase the mini-
mum angle. Putting the slider all the way to the right would pro-
duce a straight line, which is not the desired outcome. We find a
minimum angle of 167◦ a satisfactory tradeoff to smooth out the
mach bands without distorting the colormap too much into desat-
uration. Figure 8 right shows that the global smoothness becomes
more uniform as the path becomes closer to a circle. We used linear
interpolation in DIN99 and ParaView’s rainbow colormap sampled
at 20 points.

6.2. Improvement of a Custom Colormap Developed for a
Tropical Storm

In practical applications, colormaps are occasionally more complex
than simple gradients from one color to another or typical divergent
colormaps. Often they are customized and tweaked to put focus on
a specific part of the data range. However, handcrafting colormaps
within the process of interactive visualization is a subjective pro-
cess that may result in colormaps that are not optimal with respect
to the design criteria discussed above. We picked an example where
nonlinear mapping is used to visually enhance a small data range
by local high speed. This colormap contradicts some of the design
criteria and might not be optimal with regard to others. For exam-
ple, analysis of the colormap shows that its discriminative power
(DP) is not yet optimized. Here we demonstrate with a real world
use case how automatic optimization impacts a complex colormap.

6.2.1. Simulation Data

For this work we used a retrospective simulation of the Ty-
phoon Haiyan that hit the Philippines in November 2013, one
of the strongest typhoons ever observed, carried out by the
Helmholtz-Center Geesthacht (HZG). The model used was a re-
gional high-resolution version of the atmosphere model COSMO-
CLM [RWH08, vSFG∗17]. For our tests, we used the air tempera-
ture at 2-m height around the time when the storm made landfall at
the coast of the Philippines. Figure 10 A shows a visualization of
the temperature produced with ParaView [AGL05] with a colormap
that covers the full data range and, at the same time, resolves the
most important features found in the data. In the region of inter-
est and for the time step chosen, the 2-m height temperature ranges
from 10◦C to about 30◦C. As a consequence of the land orography,
low temperatures are found on land at high altitudes, while partic-
ularly high temperatures of up to 30◦C, related to the warm moist
air of the storm system, are mostly found over the ocean. Due to
cooling by strong rainfall, areas with cooler temperatures of about

Figure 10: This figure illustrates different colormap optimiza-
tion methods consecutively applied to a visualization of Typhoon
Haiyan. This application case is discussed in Section 6.2. The vi-
sualizations show the temperature at 2-m height for November 7,
2013, at 19:18 as simulated with the regional model COSMO-CLM.
A: The original colormap was designed during interactive visual-
ization of the data in ParaView in order to emphasize the impor-
tant features of the storm. B: Application of method to increase the
local discriminative power. C: One negative effect of the optimiza-
tion shown in B is the ambiguity caused by several occurrences
of key colors that are close to white. Therefore, we optimized this
colormap with respect to its global legend-based order. D: The col-
ormap of C is quite “loud", i.e., very strongly saturated. In order to
derive a more harmonic colormap, we applied the method to opti-
mize the intrinsic order.

25◦C develop in a semi-circular front near the center of the storm,
here visible as green tones at the eastern shore of the Philippines.

6.2.2. Colormap Analysis

We started with a colormap interactively developed by domain sci-
entists with the colormap editor of ParaView. This colormap was
exported in json-format and then imported to CCC-Tool. Once a
CMS is imported and opened, its characteristics are visualized in
three different linked views: a 3D path plot shows the keys and the
connecting path elements in the chosen color space, a 2D projection
of the keys and the path.

The initial CMS already shows noticeable color and lightness
variations for the data range above 27.5◦C in order to better resolve
the data range that is related to the typhoon for this meteorological
and geographical setting. This is reflected in the short distances
between the keys for this data range.

The jagged uppermost curve (the lightness curve) illustrates the
concept of lightness variations to increase the contrast between
keys and hence enhance the discriminative power within the CMS.
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The darkest keys of the initial CMS only use a lightness of only
about 45 (Lab), which leaves room for further optimizations.

6.2.3. Effects of Optimization

To illustrate the effects of different colormap optimization algo-
rithms available in CCC-Tool on the imported CMS, we consec-
utively applied some of them, exported the modified CMSs using
the json format and re-imported them in ParaView. The optimiza-
tion workflow we applied is not necessarily the only or the simplest
one that would achieve the same or at least a similar result; here
we intend to illustrate the choice of different optimization methods
and their effects to achieve specific goals.

First, our goal is to increase the DP of the CMS in order to re-
solve more detail in the temperature field. For the DP optimization
we chose the “distance" method and relatively strong settings of
100 and 0.7 for its two parameters. Particularly in the lower part
of the CMS, which is characterized by larger distances between
the keys, the variations of the lightness curve are much more pro-
nounced in comparison with that of the original CMS.

Accordingly, the visualization based on the DP-optimized CMS
(Figure 10 B) shows a strongly enhanced brightness contrast com-
pared with the visualization using the original CMS (Figure 10 A)
and thus more discriminative power especially for the data range
between 10 and 23◦C. The mapping between the data values and
the position of the keys and hence the intended emphasis on the
data range between 27.5 and 29.5◦C is maintained, while more dis-
criminable colors are available and hence many more small-scale
patterns corresponding to slight variations in the temperature range
of interest can now be resolved. However, at the same time the DP
optimization introduced some ambiguity as the resulting CMS in-
cludes now several quite similar keys that are nearly white.

To overcome this potential problem, we decided to further apply
a global legend-based order optimization. This method is useful to
prevent close colors within the CMS. Again, we used the “distance"
setting, and we used parameter values of 100 and 0.2. The visual-
ization in Figure 10 C specifically shows the desired changes in the
bright parts of the colormap while the discriminative power espe-
cially in the data range of interest is maintained. However, at the
same time, the color tones in the bluish part of the CMS are mod-
ified and exhibit higher saturation levels. Generally, the resulting
visualization is quite colorful and contrast rich; but, on the other
hand, it is not harmonious and is visually loud. Some of the out-
standing key colors could be interpreted as regions of danger; areas
simply show regions with warm and humid air.

Aiming at a subtler and more harmonious colormap design, for
example, with respect to its use for communication to the public,
we finally optimized the CMS of Figure 10 C with respect to its
global intrinsic order. This optimization method strives to move the
color of a key located between other keys towards the color between
those keys. Here we used a parameter setting of 0.3. The final result
is shown in Figure 10 D. The small-scale details in the temperature
field indicating the structure of the typhoon are still quite visible,
although the colorscale and contrast are much smoother compared
to Figure 10 B and C.

7. Conclusion

With this paper, we present algorithms to address an automated op-
timization of colormaps based on different evaluation criteria. A
summary can be found in Table 1. Colormapping is one of the most
widely used visualization methods. Many of the colormaps used in
practice, however, are not optimal with respect to the intended vi-
sualization goals. With this work on automatic colormap optimiza-
tion, we aim at supporting the user in gaining a better understand-
ing of the underlying theoretical aspects of colormap design and
the evaluation criteria applied within the community. By making
automatic colormap optimization accessible through a web-based
tool, we hope to advance this research area and, at the same time,
support visualization designers of various application areas in their
work.

For the implementation, we decided to use the web-based CCC-
Tool (Version 0.9) to offer a readily accessible application for our
automatic optimization. In Section 4, we describe the design rules
we used for uniformity, intrinsic order, legend-based order, discrim-
inative power, and smoothness with specific consideration of this
specific criterion.

Although the tool technically allows users to apply multiple op-
timization methods, we here focused on the impact of only one
method at a time. Any optimization with respect to one criterion
obviously changes the initial condition for a second optimization
according to another criterion. Since the criteria partly contradict
each other, the result of multi-criteria optimizations are hard to pre-
dict; the resulting colormap could potentially be worse relative to
the single criterion than the initial colormap. For this reason, we
recommend care in using multiple methods.

The examples in Section 4.1-4.5 and the application examples in
section 6 demonstrate that either single-criterion optimizations as
well as combinations of them can be useful and improve colormaps
with respect to different criteria.

A limitation in the current implementation is that the optimiza-
tion algorithms do not consider color semantics, brightness, or sat-
uration, which are also important for evaluation of colormaps. Fur-
thermore, this work is limited to the Euclidean space, so the opti-
mization cannot use metric information from DE94 or CIEDE2000
for calculations in the Lab color space.

In future work, we envision the modification of our single-
criteria methods concerning optimization in non-Euclidean color
spaces for the integration of color metrics (e.g., CIEDE2000) in our
methods. Furthermore, we need to better understand interactions
between different evaluation criteria in order to develop meaning-
ful multi-criteria optimizations.
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